The terrain in Burnt Mountain and Brackett Basin® is defined as "adventure." It offers skiers and riders a one-of-a-kind backcountry-style experience, within our patrolled terrain. The terrain varies from tight tree skiing to wide-open western-style glades. With an entire mountain to explore, skiers will enjoy quaking aspens in this vast wilderness area, providing the sensation of a true backcountry experience.

**Burnt Mountain Uplift Access Guidelines**

While this new terrain on Burnt Mountain and Brackett Basin® offers opportunities for new and exciting Sugarloaf adventures, it is not for everybody. The terrain is wild, contains unmarked hazards including cliffs, rocks, and fallen trees, and should be attempted by expert skiers and snowboarders only. We want you to explore this new terrain, but there are a number of safety tips that every skier and rider should be familiar with before embarking on this new challenge.

**What do I need to know?**
- Skiers and riders should be familiar with the terrain, weather conditions, and avalanche conditions.
- Skiers and riders should be able to judge their abilities and stay within their limits.
- Skiers and riders should be aware of the dangers of avalanches and take precautions to avoid them.
- Skiers and riders should carry a safety kit, including a transceiver, shovel, and probe, and should know how to use them.
- Skiers and riders should be prepared for unexpected changes in weather and conditions.

**What kind of equipment can I use?**
- Skiers and riders should use equipment that is appropriate for the terrain and conditions.
- Skiers and riders should ensure that their equipment is in good working order.
- Skiers and riders should wear appropriate clothing for the weather and conditions.

**Can I bring my dog?**
- Dogs are not permitted on the mountain trails or any other areas accessible to the public.

**The Mountain Report**

 Tune into WCSU TV-17 for the latest weather and trail conditions. Watch the Mountain Report Live on Friday nights, Sundays, and Mondays. In the Winter months, visit sugarloaf.com for current conditions and the latest news from Sugarloaf.